ACCOUNTABILITY…
THE HIGHEST FORM OF LEADERSHIP™

When leaders learn how to be accountable to their people and create an environment where people *want* to be accountable then poor performance disappears. Staff become highly engaged, feel safe to innovate, try creative ideas, and focus on high performance. Staff members get along, like and trust each other which leads to excellent, effective communication, teamwork and high engagement. You guessed it -- high productivity and a better bottom line are the direct result.

You'll learn powerful truths to leverage the immense power of values and take the necessary steps to create and innovate your ideal culture.

Sam Silverstein, CSP

Sam Silverstein is an international business consultant, speaker and author. His manufacturing and distribution companies have sold over $100 million in products and services and he has successfully sold one of his businesses to a Fortune 500 company. Sam served as the President of the National Speakers Association and is a Certified Speaking Professional. Sam's work with companies has transformed organizational culture and created success in all areas.

Tuesday, January 30, 2018
Registration: 8:30 AM | Session: 9:00 AM - 2:30 PM
The Curtis Ballroom at the Landmark
5345 Landmark Place, Greenwood Village, CO 80111

For more information or to register, visit LeadershipUSAColorado.com or call 303-471-7401